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Abstract 

In this paper we study how the severity of the moral hazard problem a firm 
faces is related to its size. We set up a dynamic agency model with capital 
accumulation1 and show the existence of a solution to this model. To analyze 
the structure of the optimal contract and capital accumulation pattern under 
asymmetric information1 we solve a numerical example. Our results show that 
the principal uses both present and future compensation to provide incentives 
to the agent at all values of the state variables. However, as capital increases, 
the agent's future compensation is more used by the principal for incentive 
prov1s1on. The capital's steady state value diminishes when the agent's 
lifetime expected utility increases. In the trade-off that the principal faces 
between compensating the agent and accumulating capital, the former 
prevails. Thus, asymmetric information lowers the firm's growth. In the long 
run1 a commitment problem emerges for the principal for his expected utility 
consistently decreases while that of the agent increases over time. 

Keywords: Asymmetric Information, Capital Accumulation1 Dynamic 
Contract, Managerial Compensation. 

Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: C63,, 0821 G30, E22 

Resumen 

En este artfculo se estudia c6mo la severidad def problema de riesgo moral que 
una firma enfrenta,, se relaciona con el tamaffo de la misma. Se propane un 
mode/a de agente-principal dinamico que incluye un proceso de acumulaci6n 
de capital y se demuestra la existencia de un contrato 6ptimo en el marco de 
este modelo. Para analizar la estructura de/ contrato 6ptimo,, se resuelve un 
ejemplo numerico. Los resultados def mismo indican que el principal utiliza 
tanto la compensaci6n presente coma la futura coma instrumentos de 
provision de incentivos para todos /os valores de las variables de estado de/ 
mode/a. Sin embargo, cuando el nivel de capital aumenta, el principal utiliza 
mas la compensaci6n futura para proveer incentivos al agente. El valor 
estacionario de/ capital disminuye cuando la utilidad esperada descontada de/ 
agente aumenta. Esto evidencia que el principal enfrenta un problema de 
decision entre provision de incentivos y asignaci6n de recursos para acumular 
capital y que, en este problema de decision, pareciera que el primer objetivo 
prevalece. Es decir, la existencia de informaci6n asimetrica dentro de la firma 
hace que su crecimiento, en terminos de nive/ de capital acumulado, se haga 
mas lento. En el largo plaza, surge un problema de estabilidad de la relaci6n 
por parte def principal pues su nivel de utilidad esperada tiene una tendencia a 
disminuir, mientras que lo contrario sucede con la utilidad esperada def 
agente. 



Palabras Claves: Informaci6n asimetrica, acumulaci6n de capital, contrato 
dinamico, compensaci6n gerencial. 

C/asificaci6n de numeros consultados : C63, 082, G30, E22 



1 Introduction 

In this paper we explore how the severity of the moral hazard problem a firm faces is related to 
its size. For instance, Murphy (1999) says that "increased agency problems are a cost of company 
size that nmst be weighed against the benefits of expanded scale and scope". Moral hazard has 
been recogniz(~d as a consequence of the separation between o,vnership and control in modern 

organizations, as pointed out by Berle and l'vleans (1932), which tends to be more evident in larger 
firms. However, larger firms might be better able to deal with agency problems and to achieve 

better risk sharing because those firms, in general, have more resource~s to implement long tern1 
incentive tools through prornises of future expected utility to the agent or manager. 

In order to provide an environment to analyze these ideas, we embed a dynamic agency model 
in a neoclassical g,-rowth model, \vhich allows us to examine issues of dynamic incentive provision 
and firm growth simultaneously. In the first period, the principal starts with a given level of capital, 

and promises the agent a given level of expected discounted utility. At this point, the agent chooses 
a. level of effort, which constitutes his private information. At the end of the period, a productivity 
shock is realized, conditfonal on the agent's effort decision, and it is observed by the principal 
and the agent. Then, the principal pays a salary (current compensation), and promises a level of 

discounted expected utility (future compensation) to the agent from the second period orn.vards. 
Finally, the principal rnakeB the decision of how much to invest in new capital for the firm and 

how .much to con:m.rne. In the second period, the initial capital levei and the agent's promised 
discounted expected utility are determined by the principal's decisions in the first period, and so 
on. 

In our model, tJ1e principal uses both future and current compensation as incentive tools for all 
values of the state variables. As capital increases, the principal relies more on the agent's future 

cornpensation for incentive provision, whilP current compensation increases and beconies more 

stable with respect to the different realizations of the productivity shock. That is, the principal 
increases the use of long term incentive tools as the firm becomes larger. This makes sense because 
long term incentive tools tend to be rn.ore costly for the principal to implement. On the other 
hand, as the agent's expected utility from his discounted lifetime income increases, the steady state 
values of capital under different productivity shocks tend to become lower. This result indicates 
that as the agent's reservation utility increases, it ,Nill become more expensive for the principal 
to motivate the agent even at the expense of capital accumulation. The principal, thus, fa(:es a 
trade-off bet,,.vei>.n providing optimal incentives to the agent and accumulat,ing capital. The.se results 

lead to the conclusion that a.symmetric information causes a lower rate of firm's grOlvth. 

In the long run, we observe that the agent's expected utility tends to increase while that of 
the principal ha .. s a decreasing trend which createB a commitment problem from the prineipal 's 
side. This finding is consistent with those obtained in related rnodels of dynamic agency which 
generate transient dynamics, as noted by Spear and W11ng (2001). Also, as the firm grows and the 
variance of its performance increases, the sem,itivity of the agent's compensation with respect to 

the performance of the firm decreases, which is a sign that better risk sharing is achieved in larger 

firms because of the agent's risk averse nature. 
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A branch of the literature that is related to this work includes papers that study asymmetric 

information issues in aggregate economies. Marcet and Ma.rimon (1992) consider contractual ele
nients while studying the dynamics of capital accumulation, and find that asymmetric information 

does not sig11ificantly affect growth. Khan and Ravikumar (2001) exam.inc the effect of private 
information on growth by analyzing a model with capital accnmulat.ion where productivity shocks 
are privately known by t.he agents, who engage in long-term relationships with insurance providers. 

They conclude that, under private information, growth tends to be lower. ln a model of a sirn
ilar fashion, Khan and Ravikurnar (2002) incorporate linear technologies that are susceptible to 

productivity shocks, \Vhich are private information. This economy shows a n10not;onicity property 
that allows thern to reduce the state space, which facilitates both the analytical and the compu

tational work. Acernoglu and Zilibotti (1999) study the capability of economies in different stages 
of development to create information and to deal with agency costs. Their conclusion is that as 
an economy accumulatE.~ rnore capital, more information will be generated and better risk sharing 
is achieved. We share ·with thc~se authors the interest in analyzing capital accumulation in the 
presence of asymmetric information, however we focus our analysis at the firm level. 

The literature on dynamic agency models is also related to this 'Nork \Vang (1997) nurnerically 
,;olved a dynamic agency model and, using model-generated data, obtained 1nea.suri\S of respon
siveness of CEO pay with respect to the wealth of sharchokif.mi to give a response to the puzzle 
presented by Jensen and :t\1:urphy (1990) 1. One of \Vang\, results is that the relationship between 

the shard10lders' wealth and the CEO future compensation is inverse, which is in contradiction 
with what is found in empirical studies of CEO c:ompensation2 , and his environment; does not allow 

him to corrnidcr the effects of firm's size. Clementi and Cooley (2001) numerically solved a dynarnic 

agency 1nodel in which the agent's present and past effort choices affect the productivity oft.he firm .. 
They let the principal borrow physical capital from an outside lender by paying a constant interest 

rate per period, th1rn allowing them to include firm size into their analysis '>Vithout studying the 
dynamics of capital accumulation. They are able to produce model-generated data. that are con
sistent with some ernpirical features of CEO compensation, \Vhich validates their hypothesis that 

the history of effort choices of the agent plays a role in the firm's productivity and consequently, in 
the agent's compensation scheme. We consider that including capital accumulation in the dynamic 
agency problen1 allows us t.o study the effect that the history of the realizations of a productivity 
shock, that is stochastically related with the agent's effort choice, has on the dynamics of the firm's 
growth. 

This paper 1s organized in the following way: In the second section, we present our dynamic 

i .Jern,en and Murphy (1990) empirically obtained mea.'iur0.q of responsiveness of CEO pay that did not seem to 
be c<.msisteni. with the predictions of agency theory. Basically, they concluded that the p;:.y-performance sen;iitivities 
they estimated were too low 1:tnd t.hat CEOs were paid like bureaucrats. 

2 Hall and Liebman (1998) estimated rnea.o;ureB of responsiveness using a data set. t.hat included information on 
CEO stock opt.ions and stock ownership. They concluded that there was a positiw: ,me! strong relat.ion between 
CEO pay and firm performance, and that n,-sp<msiveness measures m·e strongly influenced by stock options and stock 
ownership. Furthermore, Aggarwal and Samwick (1999) provided an empirical confirmation of one of the predictiom; 
of the pl'incipal-agent model: that CEO pay's responsivene.•,s t;o firm performance is decre,L'ling wit.h respect to the 
firm perfor.ma.nce's variance, T'hey also reported that estimates of 1w,ponsiveness that do not. take into i,ccotmt. t.lw 
firm performance's variance are biased toward zero, 



model. In the third section, we tackle the issue of the <~.xistence of an optimal contract. In the fourth 
section, we solw! a num.erical example to study the characteristics of a solution of this model1 and 
discuss our results. In the fifth section, we generate time series using our numerical results to study 
the long run pattern of behavior of the principal and the agent. An analysis of the pay-performance 
sensitivities obtained from our model is presented in the sixth section. Lastly, we provide some 
concluding remarks. 

2 The Model 

vVe embed an infinitely repeatt~l version of the principal-agent model in a neocla.."lsical growth model 
with capital a.ceumulation. We have a principal and an a.gent that both maximize their respective 
discounted expected utilities. There is a single good, which has the role of the consumption good 
for both the principal and the agent, and can also be used in the capital accumulation process. 

Time is discrete and is indexed as t = I, 2, ... The principal is the owner of the production 
technology, and the agent operates it by exerting some effort. \Ve assume that t.he output of the 
production process is public information, while the effort choice of the agent constitutes his private 
information. In this environment, the inability of the principal to observe the manager's effort 
choice might create a dilemma to the principal in terms of allocation of limited resources both to 
provide optimal incentives to the agent and to accumulate capital. \Ve denote the capital stock at 
the beginning of period t by kt, and the manager's choice of effort per unit of capital available at 

period t by a,,. vVe assume that A:t E [k, k] E ~tt·· We a.L'lo make the assumption and that ai; E A, 
where A a.co [a, a] E Rt and at is continuous in this interval. 

The production technology is characterized by the following expression: 

where (Ji_ reprP,sents a productivity shock that behavm, according to the time invariant. distribution 
function G(0dat)- \Ve assume that G has a density denoted by g, and that g is twice continuously 
differentiable with rm,pect to a. \Ve also assume that for a fixed 11 1 the distribution is i.i.d. from 
one period to the next, and that the support of the productivity shock distribution is compact. 

At time t, the principal pays the a.gent. a compensation of Ct, which is supposed to be non
negative. \Ve assume that the principal does not have access to any type of credit, and consequently, 
the principal has to compensate the agent, accumulate capital for the firm and consume hirrrnelf 
with the re.sources produced by the firm. Therefore, the following resource constraint needs to be 
satisfied in t.his environment.: 

where, it represents the amount of investment resources in period f;, and it > 0. Also, in every 
period the next period capital must. satisfy: 
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where, 15 E (0, 1) denotes the depreciation rate, and 'i1 represents the amount of investment resources 
ln period t. 

Thus, the reduced version of the resource constraint is: 

We assume that the principal is risk-neutral, and that the agent is risk-averse. The agent's 
prefernnces are given by the utility function u(c:i,,rn(at)l(kt)), which is assumed to be bounded, 
strictly increasing and strictly concave in c1_, and strictly decreasing in 1n(at)l(kt), The motivation 
for having m(at)l(k:t) as an argument of the agent's utility function is to incorporate the idea that as 

the amount of capital stock increases, the agent's managerial effort will become more complex. \Ve 
assume that ·m(at) is an increasing and convex mapping with re.spect to al, as is commonly assumed 
in standard agency models. The only restriction we impose on the function l(kt) is that it should 

be increasing with respect to kt. 'vVe also assume that ·u(c1,1n(a1,)l(k1:)) is additively separable in 
t.he arguments Ct and rn.(at)l(kt). 

1b introduce dynamic elements in this environrnent, we allow the principal and the agent to em
ploy history-dependent pun, strategies, as in \Nang (1997). The principal's problem is to construct 

a sequence of effort recommendations { ai(ht- 1)} :l' and a sequence of eompensation schemes for 
the agent {ct(h'·) J::l' where ht == fo1, l/2, ... , :Yi}, in order to maximize the principal's lifetime dis
counted expected utility subject to the incentive compatibility constraint and the pa.rtieipation 
constraint., which promises an expected discounted utility of wo to the agent. Let a denote a 
contract, where o· = {a,t(h1- 1), Ct(ht)}~1 . Also, the principal has to make a decision on the SL'

quence of future capital levels {k1+1 (h1
)}~~,1 . Notice that the lifetime discounted expected wealth 

of the prineipal is affected by the process of capital accumulation, that depends on the level of 
activity given by the realization of the random variable 01, which, in turn, is conditional on these
quence of effort decisions made by the agent. Thus, the principal's strategy consists of the sequence 
{ c1(h,t), k1_1.1(h1')}'~1 , and the agent's strategy consists of the sequence { at(h1••• 1 )};~1 . 

The continuation profile of a contract u from date t + 1 on, given ht, is denoted as aiht. 

Conditional on the agent following the action recomrnendation given by a!ht, then the continuation 
value for the expected discounted utility of the agent is denoted by w( alhi), and that of the principal 

is denoted by ·u(tTlhi.)-
A contract rr = {a .. 1(ht--l ), ct(ht) }~1 is feas·ible if the effort choiee of the agent belongs to A and 

the reduced resource constraint is satisfied in every period, given the history of outputs: 

, ('ht--·1) A W•t > I ,,,,, t--·l a.1, , E , v .. _ , v l , (l) 

(2) 

O.t(ht-l) E argma.,x / {u(ct(l/), m(a)l(kt)) + ,Bw(,:,lht)} g(Otla)dO, Vt. 2 1, Vh1
, (:3) 

a le 
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where, (J E (0, l) denotes the discount factor of both the principal and the agent. Since in this 
environnwnt, at(ht-l) is a continuous variable, we use the first-order approach to incentive compat

ibility, which is not universa.lly valid. To ensure the validity of this approach, \Ve assume that the 
Monotone Likelihood Ratio Property and the Convexity of the Conditional Distribution Condition 
hold, following Rogerson (1985) and Spear and Srivastava (1987). This eonstraint ensures that the 
age.nt will not deviate frorn t.he principal's effort recommendation plan in any future date, from 
period t: + l on. 

Let n be tlw set of capital levels and expected discounted utilities of the agent that ean be 
generated by a feasible, and incentive compatible contract: 

<' --- { (k ,\ ,- "- ·1· -_, ·, ·· ·1 2 ') ·· · ··! · '( '/ o, · .} 
- l ,;:;: ·,, 11..-) C: LJ. :J(T ,'>.l ... > ' ,>, 1:i.llt, l11 CTI /. ) ::-:= Ill ) 

where ti. E J?2 is the space in which (k, w) is allowed to take values. Assurne ti. is nonempty and 

compact, and that it. is endowed with a structure such that n is nonempty as well. Note that the 
agent is prornised a level of expected discounted utility of ·w. The prornise-keeping constraint is 
expressed as an equality, ,vhich is a valid representation, given the assumption of the separability 

of the agent's utility function inc and h(a)l(k) (see Grossman and Hart (1983).) 
For every (k, 1.v), the principa!'s problem is: 

•• · ., ,( ·'/·· 0 ) ., ·t 1 2 3 •: · d · •(· ·1/ 0 'J ·----- • , 1na.x L . . n ! ,. ,... . . . , , , ,.m , u. o I l. --- lL . ,, 

The solution of the above problem would be the optimal contract that ensures a lifetime dis
counted expected utility of w. \Ve a.c;sume that both parties a.re committed to the contract. !:..,or 

every (k, w) E n, we define the following set: 

where, <I> is the set of feasible and incentive cornpatibie expected discounted utilities of the principal 

given (k, ·1v). 

8 Exish~nce of an Optimal Contract 

To prove that such a contract rr exists, we need to show that the set of the prineipal's expected 
discounted utilities that are feasible and incentive compatible, cI?(k, w), is compact. 

Proposition l. <l>(k, ·w) is co.mpact, "l(k, ·w) E n. 
\Ve follow the sanie strategy as in \Vang (1997) of constructing an optimal contract r:r00 with 

the desirable property of having a finite collection of bounded sequences of effort recommendations, 
agent's current compensation and, in our case, future capital decisions, such that in every period 

there exist. converging subsequences of each of those sequences. 
\Ve will now formulate the Bellman equation to solve this infinite-horizon optimization problem. 

F<:n· all (k, w) E n, we have that the best level of expected discounted utility that can be achieved 

by the principal through the characterized contract crih0 is given by: 

v*(k,w) :.::=:: max{v(O"ih0) E <I>(k,w)} 
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Now, we define the operator T that maps from the space of bounded and continuous functions 
V : n - ~ into itself, with the sup norm, by: 

T(v)(k,w) = max l {0f(k) - c- k' + (1- b)k + /3v(k1,w')} g(0Ja)d0 
'(J 

s.t. l {·u(c, rn(a)l(k)) + f,lw1} g(OJa.)cW = w Jo 
a E arg max { { 11-(c, rn(a)l(k)) + /1w'} g(0la)d0 

11 Jo 
0 ~ c ~ 0J(k) -· k1 + (1 - o)k 

a EA 

(k', w') E fl 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where the decision variables in the optimization process a.re the following: a. = a(k, w), c = 
c(0, k, w), k' = J..~(0, k, w), and w' = w(0, k, w). The solution of this problem is !vfarkovian sta
tionary, and perfect in the sense that no deviation from the agent is expected in any period. Given 
that the just mentioned decision variables are expr0A'>Sed in stationary terms, then the history of 
the realizations of the output distribution is being summarized by the state variables (k, w). At 
this point, we need to demonstrnte that -v* ( k, w) is a fixed point of T. 

Proposition 2. v*(k, w) = T('v*)(k, w). 
As in \Vang (1997), we construct a feasible and incentive compatible contrad fT by letting 

a(k, tu), c(O, k, w), k(O, k, -w), and ,,.v(0, k, w) denote the solution of the dynamic optimization prob
lem associated with the definition of the opera.tor T(v*)(k, w). 

Provided that we have a Bellman 1!quation to solve for an optimal contract, we can operate 
recursively, as in Spear and Sriva..c;tava (1987). That is, in period 1, given the values of the state 
variables k1 and w1, the agent chooses an effort level of a 1 = a( k1, wi). At the end of period 1, 
the productivity shock 01 is realized, conditional on a1, a.nd observed by both the principal and 
the agent. A level of compensation of c1 = c( 01, k:1, w1) is paid to the agent by the principal. 
Also, a level of discounted expected utility of w2 = w( 01, k1, tv1) is promised to the agent by the 
principal. At this point the principal makes the decision on how much capital to accumulate in the 
next period, k2 = k( fh, k1, 1.1J1), and finally the principal gets a level of consumption in period 1 of 
(0if(k1) - c1 - k2 + (1- 8)k1), and a level of expected discounted utility of v1 = v*(k2, w2). Now, 
the stat<>. variables are given by the pair (k2, w2). And the story is repeated for every period. 

Given that f2 is a convex subset of ~ 2, that. <I> is non-empty, compact-valued and continuous, 
that the return function is bmmded and continuous, and that ,3 E (0, 1.), then we have that the 
operator 1' has a fixed point with the standard properties. This means that the principal 's problem 
defined in the last section has a solution, that can be obtained by a value function iteration process. 

To perform the value function iteration process, we need first to find the set n. with this purpose 
we use the approach propost,d by Abreu, Pierce and Stacchetti (1990). \Ve have to demonstrate 
that fl; is self-generating, and this will allow us to device an algorithm to compute n. 
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\Ne assume that k is restricted to t,ake v1dues on a dosed and bounded subset of ~<+, denoted 
Xk. Let 

f2{1 ,::: { k : k E Xk =-: [kmin, kmax]} 

The state variable -w is allowed to take values on a closed and bounded subset of :lr+, denoted 

Xw(k)· Let 
nw('···J --,-· {· ·lk·' . ,. ,_ t)k , . ·1. .- v ---- r ... (I,.'; . , .. ,,r: l Ho I\, ---- ti;, -) . /\., c ~"0 arn W c -·'-w(k) -- tlLmlli\1\, 1 , ILrnaxl11, 1 f 

'Ne set Wmin arbitrarily to a very small positive number. 
To obtain ·wm,,x(/,;), we solve the following dyna1nic optimization problem: 

W(k') = max l 1lu(·c,m 1a)l(k)) + BiV(k')'} g(01alrl0 
' (a,c,k1) ./ 0 • \ • ' ' ' • ' • ' 

The solution of this problem exists given t;hat u is bounded, strictly increasing and strictly 
concave inc, and strictly decreasing in h(a)l(k). Also, the constraint space is convex with respect 
to the control variables of this problem. By solving this problem, \Ve obtain the set of maximal and 
foa.-iible values that the agent's future discounted expected utility can take for each level of capital 
t• 

1·1·0 t·· l~f,}CJl'Jg"S t ") qk -l '-'', ., .. , . . _,.. -l ~ "0, 

Let 

no = { (k, w) I k E n~ and w E: f20'(k)} 

vVc will nuw use the concept of self-generation of Abreu, Pierce and Stacchetti (1990). Let us 
define an operator B such that for any arbitrary 5_:: f: :tr2 : 

J:·J1''>' 1 -----. {'(A· · ,\ i ::i {. • •• ,.,1 - /) · t· ,., " f ~ ,. --I ,-k.1 • /') ~ Y'} J ,•->} ----- • ·: .. U.,_; 
1 

.. :i a., C, r, , Lt, f .'i. ,•i, 0, J, I, dllt ~ . , lL t: _ _, 

The operator B is monotone in the following sense: z:1 ,;;;: E2, implies that B(E1) ~ B(~z). We 
say that }: is self-generating if E <:;;; Bp:). 

Proposition 3. (a) n is self-generating. (b) !f I: is self-generating, then B(~.::) ~ n. 
\Ve follow the same strategy of Wang (1997) of constructing the desired space of the feasible 

and incentive compatible values of the agent's expected utility with the difference that we include 
capital through the agent's utility function and the feasibility constraint. 

Proposition 4. (a) n ,= B(O). (b) Let Xo c,:;;; ,0., and let Xri+l =:::: B(Xn), for 11. = 0, 1, 2, ... 
Then. Jim }{,, =::.-a n . 

• n.-~---~C)C· 

This proposition is equivalent to Proposition 2 in \Vang (1997), where a proof can be found. It 
ensures us that if we start. with a set ~, and iterate on it using the operator B, we will converge 
to the set D. Moreover, this set n, by part (a) of Proposition 3, is a fixed point of the operator B. 

In this sect.ion we have proved that our contracting problem admits a Bellman equation repre
sentation which can be solved by using the contraction mapping theorem. \Ve a.lso established the 
validity of the self-generation concept in our environment which provides an algorithm to compute 
the space of the fea5ible and incentive compatible values of the agent's expected utiJity. 
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4 A N unu~rical Exarnple 

lb study the characteristics of a solution of the previous model and to perform a comparative 
static analysis, we solve a numerical exampl€i. First, we specialize the model. The preferences of 
the agent are assumed to be represented by the utility function u( c, h( a.)l ( k)) = ,/c --· ak. Given 
our assumption of a continuum of effort levels, and that A '""" [O, Zil, \.vhere 7.i E l?:+; we rWE.~I to set 
a 1n1nwrical value for a high enough such that it. i.vill not perturb the num.erical solution \Ve set 

iI ''"" 20.0, after performing some initial rnmwricai exercises. We assume that the technology shock 
can take two values, {01, 02} ==== { 0.5 , 2.0}, wit.h probabilities exp( -a) and l. -exp(--a) respectively. 
'I'he production function is f(k) =~= k", where£ E (0, l). For this particular example, we assurne 
that,:: '"" 0.:36 and that fi = 0.96:33. \Ve also assume that 8 "'" 0.1. We must clarify that this is jw,t 
a. numerical experiment and that we do not intend to calibrate this rrtodel. 

\Ale construct a g1:id with Nl equidistant points over the continuous and compact. interval 
[kmln, kmaxL in which the state variable k can take values. We also build a grid with N2 equidistant. 
points over the continuous and compact interval ['11\nin, Wmax(k ==== kmax)L in which the st.ate variable 
-w is allowed to take values. 'vVe set. Nl ==== 10, and N2 ,:-::. 100. 

Our set of constraints becomes: 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

So, the algorithm proposed by Abreu, Pierce and St:acchctti (1990) to compute the set of 
admissible points, deBcribed in the first section, can be rewritten in the following way. Let 

{ 
{k· -u,·) '1 3{-c- a 0 1J1 VJ f;; t 9 10 ·t1 12· } r-~ = \ ' . -'1-' ,, '-- i) "'i , ••• '• ' • ' • ' • • , 

H - d (1·' ') () • ·t 2 • an _"\, wi E .,, i = _ , 

Now, we have to construct the initial no. The details of its construction are giv<:m in Appendix 
B.2. This set is defined as follows: 

Finally, we iterate to find the optimal state space by finding a fixed point of the operator B: 

') E-:;-·(,) { (k,w) I :3{A::,,-uJ~,a,c;} s.t. 9, 10, 11, 12, } 
~•t-/--1 = ::>(.lt- = . · and (k~,w;) E: n,_, i ===0 l, 2 
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4.1 Results 

We used the parametric approach to value function iteration t:.o obtain the solution of the above 
specialization of our model. Our computational strategy is described in the appendix_ We ·will now 

show our results and discuss our findings. In Figure 1 we depict the upper frontier of the agent's 
lifetime expected utility that resulted from finding the maximal values of the agent's expect,cd utility 

subject to the rr~sourcc constraints. As today's capital increases, it will be feasible for the agent 
to achieve higher levels of lifetime expected utility, as a result of higher kwels of the consumption 
good that can he produced through the technology. 

The value function that we obtained is a smooth surface which depends on both the current 
level of capital and the lifetime expected utility of the a.gent. Since the informativeness of the 
three dimensional graph of this value function is limitccfl, we are going to present two-dimensional 
graphs. In Figure 2, we depict the value function depending only on the lifetime expected utility of 
the agent and keeping capital constant at several levels, specified in the graph, using a continuous 

line. In the same figure, we also show the value function that resulted from the solution of the 
standard dynamic agency model without capital accumulation (benchmark model), using a da.shed 
Line. \Ve have selected this model as the benchmark model since we aim to emphasize the novel 

aspects that capital accumulation introduces in this context. To compute the benchmark model 
we used a fixed level of capital and the realizations of the productivity shock marked the difference 
between the high and low production level. \Ve repe,ated the procedure with several capital levels 

in order to make comparisons with the results of tlw model with capital accumulation. 

The value function is decreasing and concave with respect to the lifet.irne expected utility of the 

:lThis graph can be seen in Di Giannatale (2001) 
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it is increasing), wh.ich is c:onsistent. with the predictions of the standard dynamic principal-agent 
model. In part (a) of this figure, \vhere the fixed capital level is }( =· 0.09, we observe t.hat the 
value function of our model dmninates the value function of the benchmark model. In parts (b), 
(c), and (d), where the capital is fixed at higher values, we have that the value function of the 
benchmark m.odel dorninat.es the value hmction of our model up to a certain level of the life.time 
expected t1tilit.y of the agent, which decreases with the level of capital, after \\·hich thE:'TC is a flip in 
the dominance pattern. 

In Figure :l, we plot the value function of our model depending only on the current level of 
capital, keeping constant the lifetime expected utility of the agent. \Ve consider several levels of 
the lifetime expect:ed utility of the agent, specified in the graph. \Ve observe that the va,lue function 
is increasing and concave with respect. to the today's level of capital, a result \vhich is typical in 
the neoclassical growth model with a decreasing returns to scale technology. \Ve confirm that the 
vahH! function decreases with respect to the level of the agent's lifetirne expected utility. 

Vv'e will nmv discuss how the incentive tools work in this model. In Figure 4(a) we plot the 
policy rules of the agent's promised discounted expected utility, keeping the level of current capital 
constant (k :::: 0.09). As expected, the agent will achieve a higher level of promised discounted 
expected utility in the event of the high productivity shock. Abstracting from the lowest values 
of the agent's current lifetime utility, observe that as the current lifetime expected utility of the 
agent increases, the separation of those policies rules decreases. This means that as the current 
lifetime expected utility of the agent. increases, this incentive tool loses effectiveness. This is iu line 
with t.he concavity of the value function with respect to the lifetime expected utility of the agent; 
which implies that as the iatter increases, it becomes more costly to the principal, in terms of 
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expected utility, to eon1pensate the agent using future discounted i!xpeeted utility. In Figure 4(b), 
we depict the same laws of motion corresponding tot.he benchmark n1odel. Note that for this level 
of capital, (k ""' 0.09), the spread is higher in the benchmark model. In parts (c) and (d) of the 
same figure, we plot again the mentioned law of motions for each model but for a different capital 
level (k =0• 0.21). Furthermore, we prn..;ent the last observation in a summarized way in Figure 5, 
which depicts the behavior of the spread of high and low shock policy rules of the agent's prornised 
discounted expected utility for several capital levels (k == 0.09, k = .21, k = 0.30, and k "'-" 0.:38). 
The higher the curve, the higher the associated capital level is. Thus, from the graphs, we could 
say tha.t the principal relies more on this incentive tool for incentive provision as the firm's physical 
capital grows. 

To continue with the description of the incentive tools of this model, in Figures 6(a) and 7(a) 
we show the current compensation of our model's agent for the high and lmv productivity shock 
respectively, keeping constant the capital level (k = 0.09 and k =a 0.21, respectively). Current. 
cmnpensation is non-decreasing ·with respect to the current level of the agent's lifetime expected 
utility Note that, a.s expected, the current compensation of the agent is higher when, relative 
to when the knv shock is observed, the high productivity shock is realized. Also, the separation 
betwe,'(:Il those t:wo schedules becomes larger as the level of the lifetime expected utility of the agent 
increases. This is compatible with the result observed for the laws of motion of the promised 
diseount.ed future utility of the agent. That is, as the current Iev<~l of the lifetime expected utility 
of the agent becomes larger, the incentive tool that becomes more effective (and less costly to 
the principal) is the current compensation. However, it must be said that both incentive tools 
are operating at all levels of the current lifetime expected ut;iiity of the agent. In Figures 6(b) and 
7(b), we show the optimal current compensation schedules of the agent that result from nurnerically 
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Figure 6: 2-D View of the Optimal Compensation of the Agent 

solving the benchmark model. \Ve observe that the pattern of behavior is similar to \vhat we can see 

in our modd, hmvever the separation between the high and low shock optimal current compensation 
schedules is lower in the standard dynamic agency model for the lower capital level. This can be 
confirmed by looking at Figure G(c) and Figure 6(d), which show the agent's optimal current 

compensation paths of our model (in continuous line) and the benchmark model (in da..-,hed line) 
for the high and low shocks respectively. On the other hand, we can note that as the capital level 
increases, the difference between current compensation for the low and high shocks diminishes for 

the case of our rnodeL That is, our model passes from having a bigger difference between the 
current compensation schedules for the low and high shocks for the lowest capital level considered, 
to having the lower difference between those schedule_s for the highe.st capital level consid(~red. 
Therefore, we can say that as capital increases, the principal tends to rely more on the promised 

discounted expected utility of the agent as an incentive tool. 

It is noticeable that for very high vahws of the state variable w as the capital level increases, 
the pattern of the compensation of the agent in the case of the realization of the high productivity 
shock, shows non-monotonicitie.s for the higher capital values plotted. These results might be due 
to problems of the computational program in dealing with the upper boundaries of the agent's 
expected utility policy rules. We performed additional numerical exercises to see whether we could 
irnprove these results. First, we used a denser grid for the higher vaiues of the state variable tu, 

and we obtained similar results to those showed above. \Ve also performed another experiment in 

which we doubled the number of grid points for the state variable w with respect to the original 
number of grid points we considered for this variable. That is, originally we considered 100 grid 

points for w, and for this (~xperiment we considered 200 of evenly spaced grid points for w, with 
the result that the rnm-rnonotonicitie.5 in the schedule of agent's compensation for the high shock 
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Figure 7: 2-D View of Optimal Cornpensation of the Agent (Continuation) 

realization for the highest values of w could st.ill be observecl1. 

fn Figures 8 and 9, we plot the policy rules of capital by confronting the levels of current 
capital with the levels of future capital for each productivity shock, and keeping the value of the 
lifetime expected utility of the agent fixed at. several levels specified in the graphs. In the graphs, 
we depicted the 45° line, the policy rule of capital for the high shock as a continuous line, and the 
one corresponding to the low shock as a d:Lshed line. We notice that the steady state of capital 
decreases when the current, lifetime expected utility of the agent increases. Also, the steady st:.at.e 
of capital corresponding to the low productivity shock is higher than that in the case of the high 
shock, up to a critical level of the lifeti1ne expected utility of the agent at which there is a flip in 
this pattern of behavior. That is, for values of the lifetime expected utility of the agent higher 
than this critical level, the steady state of capital given by the high shock law of motion of future 
capital is higher than that given by the low shock law of mot.ion of future capital. Looking at 
Figures 8 and 9, we can also notice that the la\v of motion of future capital in the high productivity 
event is decreasing for most of the values of current capital and the fixed level of lifetirne expected 
utility of the agent. rvforeovcr, this lav: of motion is almost always close to the steady state value 
of capital given by the intersection of this law of motion and the 45° line. The law of motion of 
future capital in the event of the low productivity shock is non-decreasing with respect to current 
capital, and non-increasing with re .. spect to the diffcrtmt fixed levels of the lifetime expected utility 
of the agent. It must be pointed out that the laws of motion of future capital for each realization 
of the productivity shock, for the different fixed levels of the current lifetime expect.eel utility of tlw 
agent, converge to the corresponding steady state, in the sense that once they intersect the 45° line 

4For more details of tht\c;,, exercises, see Di Giannatale (2001). 
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Fig1u-e 8: 2-D Laws of ~:1otion of Capital 

they will lie belcrw it. Thus, as the agent's current lifetime expected utility increases the steady 
state of capital will be higher in the case of the high productivity shock, however the steady state 
of capital 's trend is to decrease both for the high and low productivity shocks. 

Surmnarizing our analysis, we say, first, that when the level of capital increases, the principal 
uses the prornised discounted expect.eel utility of the agent as the dorninant. incentive tool. Also, 
the principal pays higher and closer salaries to the agent when both the high and low shocks 
are observed. That is, a.s capital increases, future compensation becomes the dominant tool for 
achieving risk sharing. Hovv"ever, future compensation become,, more costly to the principal as the 
lifetime expected utility of the agent increases. As t.he lifetime current expected utility of the agent 
increases, the steady state value of capitai decreases for both the high and low shocks. Therefore, 
the principal in our model faces a conflict between accumulating capital and minimizing agency 
costs. In the principal's conflict in allocating resources, incentive provision seems to be favow-ed 
over ca.pita) accumulation. 

5 Siinulation of Time Series 

vVe now generat.e time series from our numerical results in order to draw some conclusions about 
the long-term behavior of the principal and the agent. 'vVe performed a. simulation for 200 periods, 
considering combinations of ten (10) equidistant levels of initial capital (from the range of possible 
values of capital), and ten (10) equidistant. levels of init.ial lifetime expected utility of the agent 
(frmn the range of possible values of the lifetime expected utility of the agent). The following plots 
only show a few of those combinations for the purpose of understandability. 

In Figure 10, we plot the simulated value function for combinations of four levels of initial 
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Figure 9: 2-D Lav.ls of Motion of Capital (Continuation) 

capital, specified in the gTaph, and two levels of initial lifetime expected utility of the agent, 1.vhich 
are wl c::= :J.27 and ·w2 = 7.69. In each of the boxes, the path t:hat corresponds to the specified 
initial capital level and an initial lifetinie expected utility of the agent of ·wl is represented with 
the continuous line, and the one that corresponds to w2 is represented with the dashed line. \Ve 
can observe that tlrn expected wealth of the principal Huctuate-S over time, but tends to decrease. 
Also, that the level of the expected wealth of the agent is lower as the initial level of the lifetime 
expected utility of the agent increases. 

On the other hand, the expected utility of the agent has an inc.ma.sing trend, even though it 
also shows fluctuations with the passing of tinH-\ as we can see in Figure 1 l. In each of the boxes, 
the path that corresponds to the specified initial capital level and an initial lifetime expected utility 
of the agent of wl is representE-'<i with the continuous line, a,nd the one that corresponds to w2 is 
represented with the dashed line. Note that the level of the expected utility of the agent is higher 
as the initial level of the lifetime expected utility of the agent increases. 

The tirne series reBlilts suggest that in the long run, the principal is likely to face a comm.itment 
problem in this environment. That is, the principal tends to use more and more resources in 
incentive provision, limiting the firm's growth and his own consumption. \Ve then conclude that. 
asymrnetry of information about the agent's effort lowers the firm's growth. Probably, the fact 
that the prindpa.l has no access to any form of credit plays an important role in this result and 
considering some market for credit in this environment might prove useful. However, access to credit 
might not offer a complete answer to this story because still incentive provision might dominate 
over other uses of the available resources. Thereforn, this analysis might also be enriched with the 
considerntion of distinct agent's disciplinary measures, such as takeovers and compensation limits. 
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6 A cornn1ent on pay-perforrnance sensitivities 

fn this section, we analyze the behavior of pay-performance sensitivities as the firm ,grows to un
derstand better our risk sharing results. \Ve generated data from our numerical results to compute 
those sensitivities, considering a situation with 400 agents or CEOs and 15 periods5. \Ve selected 
combinations of ten (HJ) equidistant leveb of initial capital (from the range of possible values of 
capital), and ten ( 10) equidistant levels of initial lifetime expected utility of the agent (from the 
range of possible values of the lifetime expected utility of the agent). F\)r ead1 of those 100 pairs 

of current: capital and current lild.ime expected utility of the agent, we produced tinie series of 15 
periods of length for 400 CEOs. 

We first estimated the sensitivity of future compensation of the agent to the perforrnance of the 
finn, using the following equation: 

where, !1-w1: is the change in the agent's promised discounted expected utility during the current 

period, .6. Vi is the change in the expected wealth of the agent. during the current period, and .6. Vi- i 

is the change in the expected wealth of the agent during the immediate previous period. Our 
ineasure of future compensation is given in utility terms. We selected two lags in the variation of 
the perforrnance of the finn, 1nea,c;ured as changes in the value function, to capture sorne features 
of our model that will be explained later. 

vVe used the level of the firm's stock of physical ca.pita.! as our definition of finn size. 'f'hat 

is, we computed the pay-performance sensitivities by grouping firms with the same initial capital 
level. Given that we performed our simulation by considering ten initial levels of capital, we abo 
estimaJed the regress.ion equations for the same ten initial capital levels. 

From our results, presented in 'D1ble l, we conclude that. the immediately previous lag is not 
significant and of much lower impact explaining the sensitivity of future compensation with respect 
to the firm performance. As the level of initial capital increases, the significance and impact of this 
sensitivity decreases, except for k5 = 0.21;:'j_ The significance and impact of the second lag is higher. 

\Ve can also state that from kr-, ~-= 0.215 on, the magnitude and significance of this sensitivity is 
weakly decreasing, and this can be related to the fact that as the level of initial capital increases, 

the variance of the value function increases too. 

'vVe also estimated the sensitivity of present compensation of the agent to the performance of 

the firrn using this equation: 

where, .6.c1; is the change in the agent's present compensation during the current period, and 

.6. ½ and .6. Vi-1 arc defined as before. The agent's present compensation is also given in utility 

,;The selections of number of agent.:-i mtd t;ime period" were made to resemble the st,ructu.re of the data sets used 
by t.hc authors of soml' empirical CEO's compemiation papers, for instance Hall et al. (19~18) and Aggarwal d 11l. 
( 19!)!)). 
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Table 1: Pay-Performance Sensitivities for Future Pay 

Capital a.,JJ ff'f t j F R2 [ Mean VF I Var VF 

k1 """" 0.079 0.0560 35.12 0.0032 0.69 o.m:rn 7.21 26.30 0.00ll 16.57 6.84 
k2 '"" 0.113 0.0555 34.94 0.002!) 0.62 0.0340 7.31. 26.94 0.0011 lG.54 6.89 
k3 ''° 0.1'17 0.0552 34.81 0.0026 0.55 0.lXMl 7.34 27.14 0.0011 16.51 6.9:} 
k4. ,,, 0.181 0.0548 ~H .. 62 0.0025 0.53 0.0337 7.25 26.45 0.0011 16.50 6.96 
k,, '"'" 0.215 0.0546 34.55 0.0028 0.59 0.0341 7.35 27.24 0.0011 16.48 6.99 
k1, "" 0.250 0.0543 34.95 0.0020 0.43 0.0336 7.26 26.52 ().()()11 16.46 7.04 
k7 °0 , 0.284 0.0540 ;34.:32 0.0019 0.40 0.0335 7.26 26.49 0.0011 16.44 7.05 
k8 "'' 0.318 0.05:38 ;H.21 0.0015 o.a:3 0.0333 7.20 26.02 0.0011 rn.4;3 7.07 
ko .cc·, 0.352 0.0535 34.03 0.0010 0.23 0.0325 7.05 24.90 0.0010 16.42 7.07 
km '"" 0.,38G 0.05:32 a:l.91 0.0008 0.18 0.0325 7.06 24.94 o.mno 16.40 7.07 

Table 2: Pay-Performance Sensitivities for Current Pay 

Capital O::m t ,81" t 
t 

#2' 
, F I Jl2 Mean VF ' Var VF C 

I kt =.: 0.079 0.0037 22.02 0.0273 55.92 0.0050 10.17 1621.74 0.06~1 16.57 6.84 

k'2 :;;: 0.118 0.00;37 21.80 0.0276 56.34 0.0051 10.27 1647.16 0.064 16.54 6.89 

k3 :c:-.::. 0.147 0.0037 21.83 0.0281 57.:15 0.0050 10.26 1704.75 0.066 16.51 6.9:3 

k4 = 0.181 0.0036 21.60 0.0283 57.78 0.0049 10.00 1726.25 0.067 16.50 6.96 

k5 :cc 0.215 o.oo::1G 21.55 0JJ286 58.~m 0.0050 9.92 1755.13 0.068 16.48 6.99 

k6 :.:o 0.250 0.00:16 21.57 0.0289 .58.78 0.0049 9.68 1781.56 0.069 16.46 7.04 
k7 c= 0.28,i 0.00;35 21.58 0.0291 59.76 0.0047 9.69 184(!.05 0.071 16.44 7.05 

kg =o.:ns 0.00::16 21.53 0.029.3 60.05 0.0048 9.76 1858.14 0.072 16.43 7.07 

k9 '"" o.:l52 0.0036 21.48 0.0293 60.30 0.0048 9.76 ISn.76 0.072 16.42 7J)7 

kw"'"' 0.386 0.0035 21.27 0.0294 60.36 0.0048 9.74 1876.8:l (L073 16.40 7.07 

terms to make comparisons with the sensitivities of future compensation. Our results, presented 
in Table 2, allow us to conclude that the significance and magnitude of t,he sensitivity associated 
with the first lag increase as the level of initial capital increases. However, the magnitude and 
significance of the sensitivity associated with the second lag is weakly decreasing with re,c;pect to 

the initial level of capital, except for k5 == 0.215. 

From the results of Table 1 and Table 2 we sc-e that future compensation is affected by more 
distant lags and present compensation by nearer lags. That is, history explains better the move
ments in the agent's future compensation while current events explain better the happenings of 
current compensation of the agent. Secondly, we observe that, as firms grow, the sensitivity of 
future compensation with respect to firm performance decreases while the sensitivity of current 
compensation with respect to firm performance is weakly increasing. Thus, we can conclude that 
as the firm grows and its performance becomes more variable, the principal relies more on future 
compensation to provide incentives, but the link between the agent's wealth and firm's performance 
becomes weaker given the risk-averse nature of the agent. 
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7 Concluding Remarks 

Sorne of our results are in line with severnl findings reported in the empirical literature about 
CEO compensation. f'or example, the pay-performance sensitivities that we obtained using our 
model-generat;1xl data reflect that there is an inverse relationship between between pay-performance 
sensitivities and firm size. This is one of the stylized fads regarding CEO compensation that Mur
phy (1999) reports, as well as the observations that larger firms pay more to their CEOs and 
that the compensation component that establishes a stronger link between CEO pay and firm's 
perfornumce is future eompm1sation. Moreover, Clementi and Cooley (2000) inferred from the ern• 
pirical literature on CEO compensation that the conternporaneous effect of firm performance on 
CEO compensation is lower than the cumulative effect, that includes lagged information. Vv'ith 
our model-generated data, we obtained the result that the history of the firm's performance has a 
stronger effect on future compensation and the current firm's performance has a stronger effect on 
the present compensation of the CEO. These facts underscore the importance of future compensa
tion as a cotnponent of CEO pay and that future compensation tends to be a larger component of 
CEO's cornpensation in larger firms. In our model, we obtained as a result that the principal tends 
t.o rely more on future compensation for incentive provision as the firm's capital is higher. Then, 
we conclude that, in fact, as firms grow, their moral hazard problem becomes more severe in that 
the shareholders need to implen1ent a compensation scheme that ensures a stronger relationship 
be;t:ween the performance of the firm (or the interests of the shareholders) and the CEO\; compen
sation. However, larger firms have rnore resources to deal with agency problems such as long-tern:1 
incentive tools, and, thus, better risk-sharing can be achieved in those firms. 

Finally, we would like t;o bring into the discussion that our model predicts a problem of c;ommit~ 
rnent for the principal in the long-nm, given our time series results. The eause of this problem may 
lie in our assum.ption that the principal does not have access to the credit markets. Therefore, it 
rnight be interesting to explore the possibility of open credit markets in this environment. On the 
other hand, this might suggest that the principal needs to implement other types of incentive tools 
in order to align the interests of the agent ~vith the principal's interests. In this line of thinking, 
the effects of taktiover threats and reputational issues may constitute a productive line of future 
research. 
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1 Appendix 

In this appendix we describe our computational strategy. The first step is to numerically find the 
set of maxima.I and feasible values of the agent's future discounted expected utility, in order to 
construct the initial state space. The computation of those values is done by using a parametric 
approach to value function iteration, and selecting cubic splines as the approximating scheme. 
Denote the value function as l+'(k; '11J ,vhere u E J~N1is the associated set of parameters. The 
corresponding recursive algorithm, presented in the same fashion as Judd (1998), is: 

Algorithm 1: 

• hi.·itializoJion: Make initial guess W(k; -u,o) where -uo E ~Ni is t.he initial set of parameters, 
and choose stopping criterion 7r > 0. 

• Step 1: For each point in the one-dimensional approxin1ation grid, D.b ""' {k(T) : T :::.: 1., ... , 
Nl }; solve for (c1, c2, k~, k&, a.) by finding the maximal value of the current expected utility 
of the agent with respect to those decision variables, subject to the feasibility or resomce 
constraints. 

• Step 2: Cornpute: 

Wn(T) 

where n denotes the current iteration of the algorithm. 

• Step 3: Update the set of parameters Un+l E ~NI such that VV(k; Un+1) approximates the 
(w,,, k) data. 

•~- - I • St.ep ,f: If IH-'(k; 1.Ln+l} - l-V(k; u11 ) < IT, then stop; else go to Step 1. 

The second step is to find the numerical solution to the principal's dynamic optimization prob

lem. This is a complex prncP~".is because of the dimension of the state space, as well as the number 
of decision variables. Then, it is important to provide the computational algorithm that solves 
this problem \Vith the best initial guess possible. \Ve obtain the initial guess by solving a simpler 
dynamic problem, which is the complete information version of our model. In this case, we a.<-;sunw 
that w === w'i = w2, and, thus, v,re have only one state variable. The problem is: 

.s.t. ·-/c -- ak = (1 - /J)w 



0 ( c::,;; 0,d(k) ·-· k! + (l -- b)k, i ~= 1, 2 

The computation of the optimal contract sequence related to the above problem is done by using 
a parametric approach to value function iteration, and using cubic splines as the approximating 
scherne of the value function, 1fl(k; e1 ), where e1 E )}'i'v1 is the set: of para.meters that defines the 

spline. The corresponding recursive algorithm is: 

Algorithm 2: 

• Initial-ization: Make initial guess Vl(k; eb), and choose stopping criterion 7f > 0. Create a 
one-dimensional grid with N2 equidistant points bE:tween ·wrnin and -uirnax ( k 000 kmax). Notice 
that Wm,,x(k .c:::: kmax) is the value corresponding to the solution of the problem solved with 

Algorithm 1 when k = kmax· 

• C:t J· F''-- ·'· •I · 1 • th·, •--1· ·r-• 'd 'c.•· t-• c • ·-•-<l' _,. .. • ··,.] '· ,· .. •-t.' • . •• ·l t")k =cc ~ .ep . or cac. 1 va ue m . E, a )0\ e gn , en.a c a orw 1mu1s10n,. approxun,1 wn gnc ho 

{·k·('T\ · 1·• ··•· 1 ·\Tl} • ' . J • -~- ' .... ' .I • • 

• Step 2: For each of those points, solve for the optimal values of (a, kj, k2) by finding the opti
mum of the current expected utility of the principal with re3pect to those decision variables, 
subject t:.o the resource constraints. 

• Step 3: Compute the optimal compensation for the risk-neut.ml agent, which is equal for 
each realization of O, using the optimal values of ( ki, A:2, a), and the following version of the 
participation constraint: 

• Step 4: Compute: 

'0 ,_..- k'• ,::n•1··,,. 1·); ( ,,, 
[.Jl'l'.7.•--· ·1 +f.,V' tr,,;l ;e,~ jCXp_-a) 

+[fhk:}, -- k2* + ,B\/1 (A~\ c;,)](1 -- exp(-a*)) - c* + (l -- 8)kr, ·vr 

where n denotes the current iteration of the algorithm corresponding to a given value of w. 

• Step 5: Update the set of parameters e~+ 1 E )RNl such that 0 ( k:; eJi_+-l) approximates the 
(v~(w), k) data . 

• Step 6: If jvi(k; c~.-+-1) - Fi(k; e;i)I < Ti, then go to Step 7; else go to Step 2. 
' I 

• Step 7: Check 'Nhether all the points of the ·w-grid have been exhausted. If so, stop; else go 
to Step .L 
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Now we proceed to find the munerical solution of the principal's problem with incomplete 
information. We use again a parametric approach to value function iteration, and cubic splines as 
the a.pproxirnating scheme ofthe value function \/2(k, w; e2), where e2 E /J?NlxN 2 are the parameters 
that characterize the spline. The following algorithm sumnrn.rizes the procedure; 

Algorithm 3: 

• h1:it-ializafion: Use as the initial guess V2(k, w; el\) the (-vA+Jw), k) data for each value of w, 

and choose stopping criterion ,r > 0. 

• Step 1: For each point in the two-dimensional approximation grid, no "" { (k, w) i k ED.~ and 
w (:'._: O/f(k)}, compute the set of admissible points n11 using the specialization of the Abreu, 
Pierce, Stacchetti's algorithm previously described; where n :::. 0, 1, 2, ... , denotes the current 
iteration of the algorithm. 

• Step f!: \Nithin Dn, solve for the optimal values of (a, k'r, k2, u{, ·w2) by finding the optimum of 
the current expected utility of the principal with respect to those decision variables, subject 
to the resource constraints. 

• Step 3: Compute the optilnal compensation for the risk-neutral agent for each realization of(), 

using the optimal values of (kt k2, w'i, w2, a), and the following sirnp!ification of the incentive 
cornpatibility and partidpation constraints: 

• St:ep ,{: Con1pute: 

2 
vn('.f',8) 

ws -- /Jwt + kr(J + a" --- exp(a!)) 

u•s -- /'hD~ + kr(I + a') 

• Step 5: Update the set of parameters en+I E '.Jr·/1/1 xN2such that V2(k, tu; e;,_--t-l) approximates 
the (v;;,k,w) data. 

• Step 6: If IV2(k, w; e~+-1) - t"?i(k, w; e~), < 1r, then stop; else go to Step L 

As a benchmark case, we also compute the solution of a standard dynamic agency model with 
no capital accumulation, using the specifications described above. The resource constraints in this 
model set upper bounds to the current compensation of the agent in the following fashion: 

when~ k is some chosen capital value, so that we will be able to keep using the production function. 
However, we now assume that there is neither depreciation nor accumulation of capital. 
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,ve use again a parametric approach to value function iteration, and cubic splines as the ap
proxirnating scheme of the value function V3(w; e3), ,;:here / 1 E J?N2 are the parameters tha.t 
characterize the spline. The following algorithm summarizes the procedure: 

Algorithm 4: 

• Ini.t-inlization: IVIake initial guess V3(w; eB), and choose stopping criterion rr > 0. Create 
a one-dinrnnsional approximation grid with N2 equidistant points computed over the range 

[-wrnin, 'Wmax(k = kmax)l, where Wmin, Wmax(k ::c:: kmax) are as defined in the above algorithm. 
We denote the space of w that contains those values as D{ 

• Step 1: For each point in the one-dimensional grid over n~;, compute the set of adrnissible 
points 0 11 using the specialization of the Abreu, Pierce, Stacchf)tti's algorithm previously 
described (and making it one-dimensional, as in \Vang (1997)); where n = 0, 1, 2, ... , denotes 
the current iteration of the algorithm. 

• Step 2: Within i1n, solve for the optimal values of (w1, w~, a) by finding the optimum of the 
current expected utility of the principal wit.h respect to those decision variables, subject to 
the resourn) constraints. 

• Step 3: Compute the optimal cornpensation for the risk-neutral agent for each realization of 
(J, using the optimal values of (w~, w~, a), and the following simplification of thn incentive 
compatibility and participation constraints: 

• S/:ep 4: Compute: 

3 
vn(S) 

G 
V'-'1 

v/c:i 

·~ '* ' k 11 ..L * (. * \ ·, ws --- /fW1 ~t· ·:,_ . , a -- exp a ; ) 

ws ·- f}w; + k(l + a~) 

r -.,. * ,.·-- /-$ ~i,, ::II:. 

llJik· -- c1 + /W3 (w1 ;e~)Jexp(-a) 

' [0 '~~ * • QT/3( /*. :{\)( "' r *,) '..JS T , 2"· - Cz, /.H ,lf,2, Cn)j 1 - c:-Xp\-(1. ,1 V 

• Step 5: Update the set of parameters en+l E 3tN2such that V2(w; e~_+J.) approxirnates the 
(,,/l 1u•)· dat··•. -~-,-i, . . £'.'J,. 

•·-- _,.,.....__ I 

• Step 6": If !V:l(-w; e!+i) - V3(-w; e;D I < 7T, then stop; else go to Step l. 
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